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UNOOIOO A MIRACLE CURE-ALL

REl"OlIN:; AN ACRYLIC COATIl'l; FroM FEDERAL HALL NATIONAL MEMORIAL

Walter sedovic, AIA

overzealous attempts to protect historic properties have often led to inappro-
applications of cure-all prOOuctsco- traditional building mateiiMs.

such products create more problems than they solve, as was illus-
at Federal Hall National Memorial, located in the heart of New York

's financial district (Fig. I).
Federal Hall, completed in 1842 as the u.s. Custom House, is one of the

finest examples of Greek Revival architecture in the United States. Its
beauty is revealed in its cohesive spaces, its construction--almost

of marble--and the exquisite stone detailing found throughout the
arrl ex"terior. To preserve arrl restore some of these qualities,

Hall was cleaned in 1971. When, in the words of the project comple-
report, "the cleaning process did not cause any miracles," the entire

except for a test area, was spray coated with a poly(hydroxymethyl
methacrylate) surface coating marketed under the trade name Hydron 300.
Hydron did seem to promise miracles; it was chosen, according to the same
report, for its ability "to seal arrl protect against pollution, the elements,
and graffiti."l

The Hydron was applied in mid-summer. Within a few months something
unexpected began to happen: Federal Hall's golden white marble facades began
ta turn a dull, ashen grey. Worse, the darkening tended to be more pronounced
where the coating was thicker, so that every drip mark and overlap from the
spraying was highlighted. It had become obvious, the project completion re-
port continued, "that the treated area was attracting dirt more rapidly than
the untreated area."2 Believing that the coating had been faultily applied,
the project supervisors ordered the accumulated surfàce dirt washed off, and
the building was sprayed, at no additional cost, with a second coat of
Hydron. But Federal Hall began again to turn grey, growing progressively
darker over the next fifteen years until, in 1986, the coating was removed.

Ide:ntifying the Problem

Although it was not recognized in 1971, the coating itself, not the way it was
applied, was the source of the problem. Hydron 300, manufactured by Hydron
International, Inc., is marketed principally as an antigraffiti coating. Its
hydrophilicity, or ability to at tract and hold moisture, and its cross-linked
chemical construction, which creates a polymer of superior strength, stabil-
ity, and durability, make it especially effective for this purpose: a surface
that holds moisture is slippery and therefore difficult to write on, and a
cross-linked polymer resists degradation by many of the solvents present in
paints and markers. Its manufacturers also claimed that Hydron 300 was an
effective sealant and waterproofing agent. The coating was therefore seen as
an all-in-one solution to the problem of protecting and preserving Federal
Hall's exterior, and was applied even to out-of-reach areas that had never
seen graffiti. Where graffiti resistance was not necessary, it was evidently
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